Broadening Intercultural Views Through Lisle
I nternational Human Relations, Cultural Diversity and Interdependence , Developmental Education through Experience. These are the words which have charac terized
the Lisle Fellowship's International Summer Programs in Human Relations s i nce its
founding in 1936. At that time a group of American and foreign students me t i n
the village of Lisle, New York for a suocmer's experience of participating in
practica l community assignments and continuous evaluations of the experiences encounte red within an international residential group context. Since 1936 Lisle
summer programs have taken place within the United States in Colorado, Connecticut,
California, Washington, D. c. and New York. At the invitation and with t he cooperation of students and young adults who have returned to their home lands and
expressed a desire to provide the same kind of international human relations programs for their own countrymen and visitors from other countries, Lisle began
developing programs in Europe , South America, the Caribbean, Africa and Asia.
Thus the Lisle programs have expanded at the initiative of alumni and friends who
s ee in its international educational patte rn a touch with reality, discovery i n
other world cultures and answers to demands for personal identity.
The meaning and accomplishments of the Lisle Fellowship's intercultural educat i ona l
process can best be expressed in the words of the participants themselve s:
UNITED STATES
Iranian in Washington, D.

c.

Program

•~xperience to my opinion has to accompany knowledge otherwise knowledge without practicality is meaningless •••• To me Lisle Fellowship is one of the s e
grounds for challenge and discovery •••• ! learned how to live with others and
how to understand other people •••• Because of cultural differences, one of the
difficult things for a foreign student to do is to communicate properly with
his fellow man. First the language barrier and secondly the difference in
thinking process presents obstacles all along the way. That is why Lis l e
picks up those who are willing to relate and gets them together for furthe r
mutual understanding •••• The combination of peoples from different parts of
the world was typical. One thing that impressed me the most by our (gr oup)
wa s the extreme willingness of the people to relate with each other and to
cooperate •••• Beside the value of meeting other people, it was an opportuni t y
to see the capital city of America and all its beauty •••• For a forei gn s tudent this is an extreme privilege to see all the historical landmarks of
American Democracy, especially all those monuments and buildings in wh ich
represents the strong attempt of a growing nation. All these aspects added
together and broadened my view of e ve ry view of life and enable me to look at
things more perspectively."
Americans in Washington, D. C. Program
"I have found that through my associations with humans from Japan, India,
Austria, Italy, Jamaica and Kenya, a newspaper has more meaning and si gni ficance. I place a country and its people within the scope of my knowledge ••••
I may now feel a sympathy and understanding of problems and desires . I will
always wonder if these people whom I have come to know are involved in t he
situations within their homelands."
"I believe that my summer with the Lisle unit in Washington, D. c. was t he
most r ewarding experience of my life. It air.ply fulfulled my thre e greatest
expe ctations, those of practical experience in modern problern ·areas of poli t ics
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and sociology, broadening of outlook and experience and personal contact
with people of other nations and cultures."
Tanganyikan in Californian Program
"Another and probably most important experience was the (community assignment )
I went to. Working with the migrant workers and living with them r eminded me
of some Tanganyikan conditions. I had never expected to see something like
that in (the United,:States). Yet it does exist. There are people concerned
about it and trying to solve the problem. It was a joy to know that."
SOUTH--AMERICA
Americans in Colombian Project
"Once we were placed in our (field assignments), we began to get the feeling
of 'living' in Cali, rather than just 'being' there •••• I feel that working
the re was a wonderful opportunity to become someone among the people, rethe r
than simply' an American muchacha'."
(The International Director) was certainly right when he said that ' firsthand
experience is necessary to develop the right attitudes'. Though I spent only
two months in Colombia many of my former misconceptions were correc t e d and I
came to feel very much at home among my Colombian friends. I hope that in
time I can help to break down some of these same misconceptions in other
people and convince them that stereotyped views of Latin Ame rica, or for that
matter, any part of the world are seldom accurate and never sufficient."
'~fter seeing the 'Lisle philosophy' at work, I am convinced that this type
of group experience offers young people the greatest opportunity to learn in
the broadest sense of the word while at the same time perhaps being of s ervice
to peoples of another culture."
'1What I gave was so small as to be infinitesimal, but what I gained is more
than I can ever r e pay. When I applied for the project I was not even sure
where in South America Colombia is, to me it was nothing more than a name .
Now I am extremely interested in all I hear about it because it is now a r eal
place with r eal and wonderful people who I learned to understand somewhat . I
learned for more from having been there with members of the group and the
Colombians themselves than I had any right to expect. This unit is unique in
the wide range of forces which work to provide an unequalled experience for
learning and growing. ' 1

EUROPE
Indian in Danish Program
''Lisle is 'A Seminar With a Difference'.... It was only Lisle seminar ;:hich
coaxed me out of my narrow campus and into the arena of real environments ••••
It gave me the opportunity to understand ••• not through books or lectures but
by converting myself into part of the social process."
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Dane in Danish Program
"I learned so much during these six weeks both about other people and other
countries and about myself. I think one of the best things in Lisle is that
it gives people a possibility for just being themselves •••• 'Be yourself and
act out from what you have inside yourself', that is what has be c ome by motto
and I learned that in Lisle."
American in German Program
11

To me, Europe no longer means only London Bridge, the Eiffel Tower or castles
on the Rhine . It means warm relationships and experience. I gained a greater
insight into the views, problems, and customs of the people with whom we
stayed. Coming to know and understand these persons is even more important •••
because we will have to deal with these people in the future. Unless we bring
a working knowledge and insight, there will be no meeting of the minds."
ASIA
American in USA-USSR Exchange
"I'm afraid that six weeks is not enough to come to know an entire country,
much less a small part of it . However, it is long enough to get an idea, a
fleeting impression of how people in a foreign land live and act. Should some one ask me to compare my initial feelings about Russia be ftore I left the
United States and after my return here I would not have any difficulty in
answering. The feeling is different. The feeling before was one of great
ignorance even though I feel I knew more about Russia (from my major studies
in Russian culture) than most Americans . My main knowledge came through newspapers and books. The feeling after is a complete breakthrough of perconceive ~'
barriers that missile races, bomb tests and sputniks had set in my mind. I
found ordinary people, not astronauts; houses and cities, not missile sites or
airfields. Not that these things don't exist. Of cours e they do, but what is
important is that I saw beyond the front that these things produce for othe r
Americans, into the life of the Russian people .
These are a few of many diverse reactions of participants in the Lisle Fe llowship
summer programs. One would expect such diverse reactions in a group where variety
of backgrounds (national, racial, religious, professional) of the participants is
stressed in order to ensure the intercultural educational process. Running throug~
the reactions however is an appreciation for the understanding of other pe rsons
different from oneself - and perhaps this is the basic function of the Lisle programs, to offer an opportunity for each person's deve lopment and to offer insights
into the ways of living and thinking in the many :dynamic cultures making the world
community.
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